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Well done to  

Connor W 
James B 
Taylor B 
Caiden LD 
Ethan H 
Cam Mc 
Arran  
Olly 
Sam

Sam in Watson worked super hard in PSHE
this week exploring different emotions

Fantastic work from Rosie in Watson, who in
her first week at school, has produced
amazing work in all subjects. Well done!! An
example of her maths work.
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Fantastic work from Yasin in maths this
week. He completed some challenging
tasks on numbers up to 10 million

A brilliant poster from Lilly identifying
onomatopoeia words

Wonderful work from Lewis in Watson
finding the meaning of words in the
dictionary
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Mason in Watson produced brilliant work
focusing on the concept ‘colour and line’

IEP Focus
Cameron Mc Nulty has been working hard on his IEP targets and
is making great progress. Well done Cameron

Maths
Well done Tommy! Excellent work on place value 
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Maths
Excellent work on tables and charts from Paige B

Maths homework
Well done Jack Chester’s and Shaye O on taking and completing
homework!

Awesome Arran
Arran in Castner has been working really hard in computing
every lesson this year. Well done Arran.

The world around us.
A fantastic lesson from Jayden.W this week, well done!
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Maths
Excellent pie chart construction and interpretation from
Cameron Menzies !

Great geography!
Liam.C could recall all of the facts he learnt in geography last
week. Well done!

Amazing maths work from Olly this week.

Newton's Computing
Students in Newton have been working hard to build an app to
be played on a phone. Special mention to Joe, Ollie and Riley
who have worked consistently hard every lesson this year.
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Leo P showed excellent sportsmanship in
morning sport and P.E this week! Well done!

Well done to Seth, Max and Arran for working hard in
Geography, exploring immigration to the UK.

Great research from Paige and Georgia!

Caster have started looking at Zentangles in art. Well done for
Kenzie, Seth and Arran for starting to explore patterns. I can’t
wait to see what their own Zentangles look like.

Fantastic work from Jack in Travel and Tourism. He was
researching how political factors can in�uence tourism and the
economy.
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Amazing maths work from Sonnie, you have worked really hard
on your maths work this week. Well done and keep it up.

Fanatic history work from Caleb this week, looking at who
should be the next king in 1066.

Well done to Connor, Wesley, Lloyd and David for always making
it on to the class recognition board everyday.
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Parks - Art
Pupils in Parks have been working on mark making patterns.
Some fantastic effort from Paige, Logan and Finley.

Anderson showing how respectful they can be!

Anderson voted for School Council class
representative and deputy.
Well done to Drew and Shaye and to everyone who gave great
campaign speeches.

English
Excellent effort from Sam in English

Taylor has been working hard at reading
Taylor has been reading The Magic Belt series and is doing
brilliantly with it.
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Caiden’s Resilience
After Ms Herbison’s assembly, Caiden showed great resilience
when he attempted the challenging work of the level above his
in maths. He found it tricky, but stuck with it and then aced it!
Amazing resilience Caiden!

Taylor’s perseverance
Taylor had not �nished his work in his “The World Around Me’
lesson. He chose to stay in for sensory break to complete it.
Perseverance is the key to success!

Caiden’s amazing reading!
Caiden read two books at the top of his ZPD range and got 100%
for both quizzes. Well done Caiden. I can’t wait to see your
progress next time you take Star tests!

Parks - PSHE
We have been looking at how to spot the signs of an unhealthy
relationship. Fin, Paige and Kayden all worked well this week.
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Parks - Asdan
Pupils from Parks started their food Asdan course this week.
Ruby and Fin did some great work planning a meal on a budget.

Big well done to Ethan from Banksy for
absolutely exemplary behaviour on our
school trip. How it should be! 👌

Well done to Banksy for trying out the
interactive displays at the Imperial War
Museum in Manchester!

Pupils in stem club swabbed items in the
tech block to see the bacteria 🧫 Mr Dickson
needs to clean his keyboard!!!
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Amazing work from Seb. Creating a poster
for a certain missing snake

GCSE Art
We are �nally back in the art room! Thank you to all the pupils
who have helped me set it up and continuing with course work
at the same time!
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Logan with a stick insect ….. on his face!

Costner investigated composite materials in
science 🧬

Chef Tommy 🤌
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※※※※※※

Attendance Matters at The Observatory
School.

A note to remind all pupils that they should be aiming for 97%
attendance as a minimum. 

100% is Fabulous !!!!
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